
REMINDERS
With up to 10 Levels of competition in the JO Program, 5 Divisions of Xcel, not to mention AAU, high 
school, college and who knows what else, it is imperative that each and every judge review before every 
meet!  There are 2 judges per event for a reason.  Discuss questions with your partner and if neither of 
you is sure, look it up.  Her are a few things that have already come up this year.

1. Casting, clear hips, and turn deductions are taken at EVERY optional Level, 6 and above.
2. Watch for restricted value parts and take any deductions from the Start Value.
3. Count your value parts in every routine.
4. NEW BALK RULE FOR ALL VAULTING:  A balk is any attempt to vault that does NOT go over the 

table.  So now if a gymnast hits the board or even jumps up on the table, she has balked, not voided 
that attempt. (If she jumps onto the table, turns around and jumps back onto the board, it is a balk.  If 
she jumps to the landing side of the table it is a void.)

5. Level 8 ONLY: If a Level 8 decides to do a second vault, she receives the score on the second vault. 
No exceptions.

6.   Level 4 & 5 vaults and ALL NON-SALTO Level 6-10 vaults have the deduction of up to 
      0.5 for too long in support and up to 1.0 for the angle of repulsion.
7.   Order counts on Floor in Level 6. EX: 1st pass is roundoff, flipflop, back; last pass i                   
roundoff, flipflop, flipflop. The requirement of a 3 element series is not awarded. The first    pass had the 
required salto so cannot also be used as the series.  The last series does not have 3 elements as it is 
the third flipflop.  If the 2 series were reversed, both requirements would be met.
8. There was a question about when there is a fall on bars vs. an extra element or an extra swing. Here 
is the the question and the official answer from Char Christensen, RTC for Reg. 5.  Question: A question 
has come up about a level III who does a shoot through and falls backward doing a knee swing to get 
back up on the bar.  Answer:Thanks! On page 165 it states that if the gymnast falls forward or backward 
from the support position, it is a fall. It also states hooking the leg is a .50 deduction. We only have a 
single leg basket swing with the knee hooked at Level 2 and not a Level 3 which means it is not an 
added skill. Hope that helps ! Thank you, Char
9.   When preparing for an Xcel session study the equipment requirements in addition to the rules.  Many 
are different, particularly on vault. 
10.  A “run out glide” happens when a gymnast has her hands on the low bar and runs out before the 
glide. It is NOT taking steps, then jumping into the glide. (Penalty for the run out is 0.3)
11.  Especially for those of us who have been judging a loooooong time:  Review the rules for things that 
no longer exist.  If someone asks you to show it from the Code or R & P, you should be able to find it. 
12.  Concerning placing a sting mat in between 4” or 8” mats on vault.  There is nothing in R & P saying 
that this is illegal. On p. 89 it says “
“1) Up to 24 cm (9") of any combination of supplemental matting [skill cushion(s), throw mat and/or sting mat(s) is 
allowed in addition to the maximum allowable competition landing surface of 24 cm (9”).
2) Whenever a full 20 cm (8") skill cushion is used, it must be a minimum of 5' x 10'; however, it is recommended 
that it be as close as possible to the same dimensions as the competition landing mat.
3) Whenever a 10 cm (4”) supplemental mat (“throw” mat) is used for Levels 6-10, it must be a minimum of 7’ by 
10’.
te: Many coaches do not know these new rules. Meet refs, be proactive and remind them at the 
coaches’ meeting for at least January.

Please let me know if there are other situations!  Thank you.

Hilary Carlson, Education Chair


